1. Provide the complete description as it appears in the system common course database including prerequisites.

Prefix & No. | Course Title                     | Credits |
------------|---------------------------------|---------|
POLS 141    | Governments of the World        | 3       |

Course Description:
An introduction to political systems of the world emphasizing political philosophy and comparative government. The course focuses on democratic systems other than the United States, authoritarian systems and third world systems.

2. Universities currently offering this course: NSU, USD

3. FTE Implication
   X  No.  Schedule Management, explain:  The course will be included in the current course cycle

4. Existing program in which course will be offered:  BA BS in Political Science

5. CIP code for the common course  451001

6. Proposed Instructional Method by this university:  D

7. Proposed delivery method by this university:  Face-to-face

8. University Dept. Code  SHSPS

9. Authority to offer effective beginning in what term?  Fall 2013

10. Section Restriction:  none